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The burst mode of ISAAC has been used
systematically to record lunar occultations with high time resolution, producing several unique new results that
remain unattainable by any other technique. This is not the only possible
choice of instrument for high time resolution, and fast time modes of one kind
or another have been implemented
on several other ESO instruments. We
provide a brief overview of the present
capabilities and summarise some sciHQWL:F UHVXOWV :H VSHFXODWH DERXW WKH
future of high temporal resolution applications, presenting the trail-blazing
instrument Iqueye that recently comSOHWHG LWV U:VW WHFKQLFDO UXQ DW /D 6LOOD

The quest for high time resolution
Encoded somewhere in the human
genome, there must be a love for speed.
Filippo Marinetti, founder of the artistic
movement known as Futurism, stated it
ADRS HM GHR ,@MHEDRSN NE
f6D @EjQL
SG@S SGD VNQKC R L@FMHjBDMBD G@R ADDM
enriched by a new beauty: the beauty
of speed... Time and Space died yesterday. We already live in the absolute,
because we have created eternal, omniOQDRDMS RODDC t 8NTMF NQ NKC L@MX ODN ple are infatuated with the concept of
speed: in technology, in sport, or on the
highway. But what about astronomers?
It is generally considered that, in spite of
some peculiarities, they are people too,
and therefore they should not be immune
to the fascination with speed. However,
almost all the instruments that astronomers design and build are geared to
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the highest spectral resolution or the
utmost sensitivity, and these demand in
turn long integrations.
8DS SGDQD HR @ VD@KSG NE JMNVKDCFD SN AD
gained by going to the other extreme,
and observing with high time resolution
(see Table 1). Pulsars, stellar pulsations
@MC NRBHKK@SHNMR k@QDR @MC ATQRSR SQ@M sits and occultations, and more, are phenomena that are best studied by recording data at rates much faster than those
usually employed by astronomers. The
extragalactic community need not feel
left out either: for example, the variability
of active galactic nuclei (AGN) holds a
crucial key to the size and structure of the
central engine, and, if it is studied on
timescales of minutes today, it is natural
to expect that in the era of Extremely
Large Telescopes (ELTs) these timescales
could be down to seconds. Last but not
least, if we really observe very fast, then
we can also beat atmospheric turbulence,
to the point that, at least for some ap plications, we no longer need expensive
and complex correction systems.
To be sure, there are many problems in
going very fast: we collect far fewer phoSNMR VD G@UD SN jFGS G@QCDQ @F@HMRS
detector noise and other unpleasant feaSTQDR SGDQD L@X MNS AD RTEjBHDMS SHLD
to read the whole area of our large-format
detectors for which we have paid so
CD@QKX !TS jQRS @MC ENQDLNRS VG@S CN VD
LD@M AX fE@RSt $W@LHMHMF 3@AKD HS
will be noticed that the wish-list spans a
range of six orders of magnitudes or
more, from seconds down to microseconds or less. At ESO, most of the in struments currently in operation were
originally designed without an explicit
requirement for high time resolution. But
as the standard modes have become
more and more routine, a number of

requests for fast observations are starting
to be implemented on a best-effort
basis. Today, several instruments at the
La Silla Paranal Observatory offer high
time resolution, as summarised in Table 2.
We have not included here subsystems
that by necessity have to include fast
operation, such as adaptive optics and
fringe trackers.
Modern panoramic detectors have quite
large formats, and as a consequence
typical readout times are, at minimum,
of the order of seconds. In order to beat
this limit by up to three orders of magnitudes, as required by some applications,
HS HR FDMDQ@KKX MDBDRR@QX SN R@BQHjBD SGD
number of pixels, by reading out only a
small sub-window (used for example by
the ESO infrared [IR] instruments ISAAC,
SOFI and NACO). Other approaches are
to shift the charge in CCDs, as in FORS2.
Other detectors are intrinsically quite
fast by design and have a relatively small
format, such as the mid-IR detectors of
VISIR and MIDI that have to avoid saturation by the high background signal.
In the following we will focus on recent
results in two areas: the near-IR detection
of lunar occultations with ISAAC in the
LHKKHRDBNMC Q@MFD @MC SGD fAK@YHMFKX E@RSt
detection enabled by a unique instrument
SG@S QDBDMSKX G@C HSR jQRS SDBGMHB@K QTM HM
La Silla.

At Paranal: the Moon in slow motion
Lunar occultations (LO) are a phenomenon in which the lunar limb acts as a
straight diffracting edge. As the Moon
moves over a distant background source,
a fringe pattern is generated that moves
over the observer. Typical speeds of
SGHR O@SSDQM @QD @ANTS
l L LR NQ

Phenomenon

Timescale (current)

Timescale (ELT era)

2SDKK@Q k@QDR @MC OTKR@SHNMR

seconds, minutes

10–100 ms

Stellar surface oscillations
e.g., white dwarfs, neutron stars
3NLNFQ@OGX DBKHORDR kHBJDQHMF
e.g., close binary systems
Pulsars

l

R…

l

…R
R…

10–100 ms
R…l

LR

1–10 ms
1 ms–1 ns?

Variability in AGN

minutes

seconds?

Stellar occultations

1 ms

1 ms

Planetary occultations and transits

100 ms–10 s

100 ms–10 s

Table 1. Fast time applications in astronomy (partly
based on an E-ELT study by Redfern & Ryan, 2006).

Instrument

Modes

Detector

VISIR

Burst

DRS

SOFI

Burst, FastPhot

Hawaii

ISAAC

Burst, FastPhot

Hawaii-1, Aladdin

3 ms (32 x 32), 6 ms (64 x 64)

ISAAC

Burst

Hawaii-1, Aladdin

9 ms (1024 x16)

NACO

Cube

Aladdin

Time Rate (Window)

&RQ:JXUDWLRQ DQG 0RGH

LR 2%
LR

W

LR

imaging, visitor
LR

W

W

imaging, visitor
imaging, visitor, service
spectro, under commisioning

LR

W

imaging, visitor

HAWK-I

Fast

Hawaii-2RG

6.3 ms (16 x 16)

imaging

FORS2

HIT

CCD (charge shift)

up to 2.3 ms

image/spec, visitor, service

VLTI

Fast

Various

up to 1 ms

image/spec, not foreseen

We report a summary of the results
NAS@HMDC HM SGNRD jQRS SVN QTMR HM 3@AKD
Figure 1 provides an illustration: for the
&! RS@Q , 22
@

Table 3. Statistics of the results obtained from the
jQRS ATQRS LNCD QTMR VHSG (2 " ENQ KTM@Q NBBTKS@ tions. R and D events are reappearances and disappearances, respectively.

Table 2. A summary of instruments available at ESO
for fast time resolution with their main characteristics.

August 06

March 06
Total hours

4.2

Type of event

R

Total
12.7

D
78

129

Successful events

30

72

102

Diameters

3

1

4

Binaries/triples

2/0

6/1

9

Shells/complex

0

2

2

Planetary nebula, central stars

0

1

1

Masers

2

1

3

Attempted events

250
200

Norm. Brightness Profile

Figure 1. Left: 4OODQ O@MDK C@S@ CNSR @MC ADRS jS
RNKHC KHMD ENQ , 22
3GD KNVDQ
panel shows, on a scale enlarged by four and displaced by arbitrary offsets for clarity, the residuals of
SGQDD CHEEDQDMS jSR 3GD TOODQ SVN @QD ENQ @M TMQD solved and a resolved stellar disc (reduced C2 = 6.3),
the lower one is with a model-independent analysis
(reduced C2 = 1.6). Right: !QHFGSMDRR OQNjKD QDBNM structed by the model-independent analysis. The
inner shell radius is estimated to be about 40 AU.

maser source, we could derive a clear
detection of the circumstellar shell and an
estimate of its angular size and distance.
R @ QDRTKS NE SGDRD jQRS NARDQU@SHNMR
the so-called burst mode of ISAAC has
subsequently been offered on a regular
basis since Period 80, and is now a
routine technique for LO observations at
the VLT. Since LO observations require
a minimum amount of time, they represent
@M HCD@K jKKDQ OQNFQ@LLD DUDQX HMSDQU@K NE
@S KD@RS jUD LHMTSDR CTQHMF VGHBG MN NSGDQ
service mode programmes are available

Intensity

We have already reported in a previous
Messenger article (Richichi et al., 2006)
NM SGD jQRS RTBBDRRETK NARDQU@SHNMR NE
LO at the Very Large Telescope (VLT)
with ISAAC at Unit Telescope 1. Using
the Aladdin detector, an area of 32 x 32
pixels were read out every 3.2 ms. We
announced this ground-breaking performance at the time, and this has now
ADDM BNMjQLDC AX SGD CDS@HKDC @M@KXRHR
carried out in two recently published
papers (Richichi et al., 2008a; 2008b):

@M @MFTK@Q QDRNKTSHNM @R FNNC @R
LHK liarcseconds (mas), or about 100 times
better than the diffraction limit of the telescope and comparable with that of the
much larger and complex VLTI; a limiting
RDMRHSHUHSX BKNRD SN * ¶
NQ RDUDQ@K
magnitudes fainter than the VLTI; and a
dynamic range of 8 magnitudes even
within one Airy disc from the central star.
All this in the blink of an eye, or, to
be realistic, in a few minutes, taking into
account telescope pointing and data
storage: sounds too good to be true?
There are indeed some major limitations
SN +. SGDX @QD jWDC SHLD DUDMSR @MC
we cannot choose the targets at will.

150
100
50

Residuals x4

l
L R 3GD EQHMFD RO@BHMF HR
determined by the distance to the Moon
and the wavelength of observation: in
the near-IR it is a few metres, so that time
sampling of about one millisecond is
required to measure the fringe pattern.
From this measurement, a wealth of information on the background source can
be recovered, including the angular diameter of stars, the projected separation
and brightness ratio of binaries. It is also
possible to reconstruct the brightness
OQNjKDR NE BNLOKDW RNTQBDR AX @ LNCDK
independent analysis. A typical concern
NE SGNRD VGN KD@QM @ANTS +. ENQ SGD jQRS
time is the effect of mountains and irregularities of the lunar limb. Luckily, this can
generally be safely neglected, since we
are dealing with diffraction and not with
geometrical optics. A number of peculiarities characterise LO, in particular the
fact that the angular resolution achieved
is not dependent on the size of the telescope used for the observation. In fact,
the Moon itself can be considered as our
telescope in this case.
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Figure 2. Same as Figure 1, for a source observed in
Period 81 (K = 7.1, no known bibliographical entries).
3GD jS QDRHCT@KR @QD ENQ @ ONHMS RNTQBD TOODQ @MC @
binary source with a separation of 9.4 mas and a
brightness ratio of 1:11 (lower). The right panel shows
the reconstruction by a model-independent method.

For Period 81, we computed LO predictions to a limiting magnitude of K = 9.3
— a compromise between the number of
computations and the volume of potential
events. This choice resulted in 28 682
events observable within good observational constraints. Note that we discard
ETKK @MC V@MHMF ,NNM OG@RDR SGD jQRS
because of the brightness and the latter
because they are more challenging, and
not well suited to service mode. We
developed a prioritisation rule based on
the K magnitude and J–K colour, preferring stars with very red colours indicative
of possible circumstellar extinction. We
ETQSGDQ QDjMDC SGD OQHNQHSHDR ENQ RNTQBDR
with known counterparts or that had
been studied previously. Then we applied
@ RDKDBSHNM QTKD RTBG SG@S ENQ DUDQX jUD
minute interval only one star would be
selected, with the highest priority among
the other events close in time. As a result,
1629 Observing Blocks (OBs) were gener@SDC † @ RHFMHjB@MS KN@C ENQ SGD 4RDQ
Support Department and our colleagues
at Paranal to handle, whom we thank for
their support. Equipped with this reservoir
of OBs, our programmes lay dormant until
summoned by an ISAAC night astronomer… an exciting wait for us in Garching!
!X SGD DMC NE SGD ODQHNC @ SNS@K NE
+.
events had been attempted in service
mode. Of these, 116 resulted in positive
detections of well-recorded light curves, a
very satisfactory outcome indeed.
In order to cope with such a volume
of data, we developed our own data pipeline (Fors et al., 2008), which generates
extraction masks for each data cube
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or for which the atmospheric conditions
are not met, an LO observation can be
attempted if the Moon is above the horizon. In fact, we note that LO observations
are almost insensitive to seeing and other
adverse atmospheric conditions. With
SGHR RSQ@SDFX HM LHMC VD RTALHSSDC @ jKKDQ
proposal for Period 80, which unfortunately did not produce many results due
to the unavailability of ISAAC during
much of the period. However we submitted again for Period 81 and we waited
CTQHMF /DQHNC
RN VD BNTKC RDD SGD jQRS
results. These were very encouraging,
and the programme was resubmitted for
Period 83, and accepted. We provide
GDQD @ jQRS @BBNTMS NE SGD NARDQU@SHNMR
carried out in Period 81.
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(viz. sky image with time). The masks isolate the signal from the star, which, at
these data rates, often has a variable and
aberrated image, using twin criteria of
contiguity and continuity. The background
is then computed from the remaining
pixels and subtracted. The pipeline processes the resulting light curve further
using a multi-resolution wavelet transform
@M@KXRHR SN OQNCTBD jQRS FTDRRDR NE
parameters such as the time of occultation, the intensity of the star, etc. From
SGDRD O@Q@LDSDQR @M HMHSH@K jS HR OQNCTBDC
and we are then presented with preliminary results and quality estimates that
allow us to carry out an interactive analyRHR LNQD DEjBHDMSKX @MC SN ENBTR NM SGD
interesting cases. First indications are that
about six stars observed in Period 81
appear to be binary, with projected sepaQ@SHNMR @R RL@KK @R L@R .MD NE SGDL
is illustrated in Figure 2. A few stars also
appear to be resolved, although a more
detailed analysis is still needed.
Most of these results, as well as those
obtained previously, pertain to stars that
are absent from the literature or have
little information available. For some of
them, not even an optical counterpart
is known. Clearly, further investigations
are needed in order to collect direct
imaging by adaptive optics and optical
and near-infrared photometry, and to
OQNUHCD RODBSQ@K BK@RRHjB@SHNM 6D @QD
waiting to prepare a corresponding proONR@K VGDM @ RHFMHjB@MS MTLADQ NE RTBG
stars are available. At the same time, we
note that a large number of unresolved
sources have been measured with upper
limits on their angular diameters of order
1 mas. These limits, and the relatively
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faint magnitudes, make this a valuable list
of calibrators for long-baseline interferometry, starting with the VLTI.

At La Silla: zooming in on pulsars
The observations presented so far may
seem fast by the standards of most
astronomers, but they pale in comparison
with some observations recently carried
out in La Silla. In January 2009, a new
instrument emerged from its packing
cases, and was quickly assembled at the
Nasmyth B focus of the New Technology
Telescope (NTT) by a team of Italian
astronomers and engineers. Iqueye (Figure 3) is the NTT version of Aqueye, a
prototype already previously deployed at
SGD RH@FN .ARDQU@SNQX 3GD fPTDXDt O@QS
of their names indicates the close relationship to QuantumEye, an instrument
concept proposed initially for OWL, and
MNV ENQ SGD $ $+3 #Q@UHMR DS @K
Barbieri et al., 2008). The driver for this
class of instruments is to reach ultimately
the regime of time resolution in which
photons are subject to quantum limits.
From Figure 4, it can be seen that the
Heisenberg uncertainty principle plays a
dominant role in the visible range when
the time resolution approaches a few
picoseconds (1 ps = 10 –12 s). But how is it
possible to reach such time resolutions?
The solution selected for Iqueye is to combine astronomy with the state of the art
offered by detector and nuclear physics.
Iqueye and its siblings are equipped with
single photon counting avalanche photoCHNCDR 2/ #R VGHBG @SS@HM
OR SHLD
resolution with count rates as high as

Figure 3. Iqueye at the NTT, with some members of
the team and of the supporting staff from La Silla.
Two of the four SPADs are clearly seen, protruding
from above and below the middle of the instrument.
The rack includes the control electronics and the
rubidium clock.

Figure 4. Astronomy in time and frequency. Pushing
the time resolution towards the limits imposed
by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle might be
compared with the opening of a new window.
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10 MHz. SPADs are very robust to high
light levels, use standard voltages and do
not require external cooling; their quantum
DEjBHDMBX QD@BGDR
HM SGD UHRHAKD .MD
shortcoming of these detectors is their
deadtime, which at 70 ns limits the count
rates to 14 MHz. Such devices are in a
constant state of evolution, and improvements are foreseen in the near future.
Both to avoid saturation in case of bright
sources, and to provide independent
detection statistics, Iqueye splits the telescope pupil into four, and each quadrant
is observed with one SPAD. However
this is only one part of the problem: the
other gigantic hurdle is how to tag the
arrival time of each photon. This has been
achieved with two aids: an event-tagging
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board originally designed for CERN and a
reliable and accurate time base. For this
latter task, both a Global Positioning System (GPS) signal and a rubidium clock
are employed. This clock has the required
QDRNKTSHNM ATS HS HR MNS RTEjBHDMSKX RS@AKD
and so it is aligned occasionally with
the GPS signal. By combining these two
systems, the time-tagging achieved in
Iqueye is reliable to about 30 ns over long
periods of time, and to much less over
shorter periods. The capabilities of Iqueye
are impressive, especially if one considers
that the whole is achieved in a highly compact and portable instrument, installed
and successfully operated at the NTT by a
small group of people, most of whom had
never visited the site before!
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The basic scheme of Iqueye is shown in
%HFTQD @MC @ LNQD CDS@HKDC @BBNTMS VHKK
be presented in the near future. For the
moment, we show some impressive light
BTQUDR NE OTKR@QR %HFTQDR l 3GD jQRS
was obtained with Aqueye at the Asiago
1.8-metre telescope in October 2008
(average signal over 30 minutes), and is
compared with that taken at a much larger
telescope. At the NTT, Iqueye was able
to detect the Crab pulsar in a single cycle,
showing its individual pulses clearly. The
quality is unprecedented, and theoreticians will be able to zoom in on small
CDS@HKR @MC QDjMD SGDHQ LNCDKR .MD B@M
thus study pulse amplitude variations,
noise in the arrival times, precession of
the rotation axis, correlations with the
giant radio pulses and much more. But
the Crab pulsar is not the limit: at the NTT,
Iqueye has been able to study another
OTKR@Q !
VHSG @ 5 L@FMHSTCD NE
only 23! This pulsar had previously been
measured with good quality only by the
Hubble Space Telescope (HST), and comparison of the NTT and HST data will
provide an accurate deceleration rate for
the pulsar. Note that these results are
still preliminary, and the quantities in the
jFTQDR MDDC SN AD BNQQDBSDC ENQ @ MTLADQ
of effects.

Figure 5. Schematic representation of Iqueye. Both
SGD BDMSDQHMF B@LDQ@ @MC SGD HMCHUHCT@K jKSDQR HM
each of the four arms are planned, but could not be
HMBKTCDC HM SGD UDQRHNM ENQ SGD jQRS QTM @S +@ 2HKK@
6HSG SGDRD @CCHSHNMR SGD DEjBHDMBX HR HMBQD@RDC @MC
can provide the capability for simultaneous multicolour observations.
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Figure 6. The light curve
of the Crab pulsar (period 33 ms) observed with
Aqueye in 2008 (blue,
1.8-metre telescope in
Asiago) and with the Kitt
Peak 4-metre telescope
(red). Note the almost
perfect reproducibility,
and the performance of
Aqueye consistent with
that of a larger telescope at a better site.
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The power of instruments such as Iqueye
is only starting to become evident. The
ability to measure events at nanosecond
timescales with accurate time-tagging
has already opened the door to a number
of unique applications. It becomes possible not only to measure the individual

light curves of fast variables such as pulsars, but also to compare, on a precise
timescale, light curves taken at different
times and at different locations. For
pulsars, this enables the study of phase
changes, derivatives, and comparison
with radio observations, for example. It
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Figure 7. (Top) A zoom
of the autocorrelation
function of single pulses
from the Crab pulsar,
obtained by Iqueye at
the NTT in January
2009. The structure in
the secondary peak is
due to the double-pulse
shape of the light curve.

also offers a new approach to the technique known as intensity interferometry,
originally devised and applied by
Hanbury-Brown and colleagues. The
method revolutionised interferometry in
the 1960s through the study of the
RDBNMC NQCDQ kTW BNQQDK@SHNMR ADSVDDM
two telescopes. It was shown that this
method allowed the coherence function
of the emitting source to be measured,
with the advantage that the required
tolerances on the wavefronts were centimetres and millimetres, not microns
and nanometres as in Michelson interferometers. The disadvantage with intensity
interferometry is that it requires very large
OGNSNM kTWDR @MC SGTR G@R KHLHSDC RDMRH SHUHSX 3GHR KHLHS@SHNM B@M AD RHFMHjB@MSKX
NUDQBNLD AX SGD ADSSDQ CDSDBSHNM DEjBHDM cies and larger telescopes than were
available in the 1960s; many in the community are debating the revival of intensity interferometry. In this context,
plans to bring two Iqueyes to the VLT are
already being proposed.
In the future, with improved hardware and
the immense photon collecting power of
the European ELT, it should become
possible to truly attain the quantum limit,
attempting detections at the picosecond
level. This will open an entirely new window on the Universe, and push our knowledge into the regime where even the concept of photon and wavelength come
to lose their accustomed meaning: a truly
quantum eye will be born. Marinetti would
have loved it!
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Figure 8. (Left) The light curve of the pulsar
/21
VHSG L@FMHSTCD 5
3GD ODQHNC
can be well established from these data (preliminary
U@KTD
LR @R VDKK @R ED@STQDR HM SGD BTQUD SG@S
reproduce well previous observations by HST. The
data timing needs to be corrected for Earth’s rotation, orbit and other effects.

